
    Pigs! Pigs! Pigs!



 

Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills! 

Let’s  Read! 

New Vocabulary 

fig: a soft fruit shaped 
like a pear 

Look for the CVC words with kin: family or relatives 

short i 
Scan the QR code 

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.Try these decodable words! 

See  for more. 

kin 

pig 
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https://vimeo.com/showcase/11005827
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Pigs! 

I     am     Tiz,     the     pig! 

I     can     go     zip. 

1 





                

I     am     Pip,     the     pig! 

I sit in a bin.
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I     am     Riz,     the     pig! 

Do you see my wig?
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I     am     Fin,     the     pig. 

I bit into a fig.
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A     six     on     my     bib. 

I     am     Sid,     the     pig. 

Look!  

Did     I     win? 
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Pigs! 

We     can     mix     up     and 

do     spins.

Fit pigs!
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Pigs,     pigs,     pigs.

Pip,     Riz,     Fin,     and     Sid,  

my     kin! 
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 bib     mix     pig     six 

Comprehension 

Why do you think the 
author wrote this book? 

Phonics Fun 

Say a word. 
Tap out the sounds you 
hear in each word. 
Tap your shoulder for the 
first sound you hear. 
Tap your elbow for the 
second sound you hear. 
Tap your wrist for the third 
sound you hear. 
Say the word. 

Decodable Words 

High Frequency Words 

do 
go 

into 
we 

you 

bib 
bin 
bit 
fig 
Fin 
fit 
kin 
mix 
pig 

Pip 
Riz 
Sid 
sit 
six 
Tiz 
wig 
win 
zip 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson
in English and Spanish

Patents Pending 

Pigs! Pigs! Pigs! 
Decodable Set: 7 
Skill: Show i CVC words 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/11005827
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